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ABSTRACT 

 
.AstroPhotonica Europa (APE)  is a partnership to exploit photonic principles for astronomy and related areas, using and 
enriching the existing research and industrial infrastructure.  The primary goal is to make instruments for future 
telescopes such as the Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) and ground- and space-based interferometry affordable and 
practicable by exploiting photonic principles. This paper describes the aims of the partnership, its constitution and its 
plans. . 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Astronomy faces enormous challenges in building instruments to exploit the full potential of the next generation of 
telescopes (ELTs with 20-40m apertures) and to bring the benefits of long-baseline interferometry at optical and infrared 
wavelengths to the general astronomical community.  Their large apertures will enable ELTs to provide not only vastly 
increased sensitivity but finer spatial sampling by utilising the diffraction limit with the help of Adaptive Optics. They 
will enable not only cosmological studies of the faint galaxy population to address the evolution of the cosmic equation 
of state but also the assembly of galaxies by tracing the origins of the stellar populations in nearby galaxies through the 
process of galactic archaeology. Other important aims are the study of the environs of intermediate and super-massive 
black holes and the effect of the latter in regulating star formation; and the study of external planetary systems and the 
search for habitable planets.  To probe to physical scales of interest in active galaxies and extra-solar planetary systems 
requires optical/IR interferometry over long baselines. This is the only technique to reach the black hole scale size in 
nearby galaxies and is key to understanding stars like our own with resulting benefits to extra-solar planetary studies. 
 
To achieve these aims, the instruments must fulfil many difficult requirements. Spectroscopy is the main instrumental 
technique for astrophysics. Achieving the scientific goals of the future demands not only high throughput  but high 
multiplex factors for the large surveys required for cosmology and galactic archaeology. This relates to both surveys of 
discrete objects over wide fields (multi-object; MOS) but also the dissection of extended objects (integral field; IFS) to 
reveal the internal kinematics and distribution of ionising fields, star formation and enrichment and scouring of the 
interstellar medium. Thus highly-multiplexed spectroscopy is a major goal, both for surveys of previously unobservable 
objects at the limits of detection via multiple object spectroscopy and of existing populations which may now be 
surveyed by virial mass rather than light via IFS. At the earliest epochs, assembly of galaxy components implies the 
need for a combination of the two methods: Diverse-Field Spectroscopy (DFS;[1]), to allow arbitrary selections of 
spatial elements, whether in contiguous sub-fields or widely separated points. 
 
Many of the non-cosmological investigations require moderate spectral resolution, (4000 < λ/δλ < 40000) while non-
multiplexed studies go higher still, with extra-solar planetary studies aiming for radial velocity discrimination measured 
in cm/s, requiring λ/δλ  > 105 and great stability. 
 
ELTs present a solution to the inevitable photon-starvation afflicting highly-multiplexed spectroscopy at moderate to 
high spectral resolution but in other ways present major challenges:  
 

(a) in achieving sufficient spectral resolution without vast, unaffordable optics. Without access to the diffraction 
limit; the spectrograph beam size scales with telescope dimension leading to vast size and huge cost [2]. As 
image quality improves with the evolution of AO capability, this effect is ameliorated but the diffraction limit 
may prove elusive, not simply because of the technical problems over sufficiently large fields, but also because 
optimisation of signal/noise usually requires spatial sampling elements (spaxels) of 50-100 mas, an order of 
magnitude larger than the diffraction limit. 
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(b) in maintaining stability. Most spectroscopy requires stability to a fraction of the spectral resolution element, δλ, 

in the case of planetary studies to better than 0.1%. Spatially, the physical size of the spaxels tends to remain 
constant as the angular spaxel size decreases to exploit the diffraction limit despite the increase in instrument 
dimension. The fields of ELTs must be dilutely sampled because of the vast numbers of detector pixels required 
to fill the field. This implies that the instrument field be sub-divided (i.e. DFS) into deployable units. If this is 
done with articulated arms such as in KMOS[3], the cantilever requires an increase of material stiffness by an 
unachievable  factor of 10-100.  

 
(c) in light transport; the foci of ELTs are relatively inaccessible and light needs to be transported to an off-

telescope controlled environment by optical systems of increased path length and complexity.  
 
For long-baseline optical/IR interferometry, the challenges are: 
 

(d) in transporting light coherently from the collecting apertures to the beam combiner without degrading 
amplitude and phase. This requires the use of mono-mode fibres with bandwidths limited by this requirement 
and an inevitable coupling loss in matching to the multimode celestial input and due to mechanical tolerances 

 
(e) in combining the beams efficiently with optimised visibility via path compensation and fringe tracking 

 
(f) to simplify the complexity and bulk of interferometers by the adoption of integrated optics for both  individual 

functional layers (such as the beam combiner) and by merging functional layers to  boost system efficiency.  
 
Solutions to these problems are often linked and so indicate an obvious trajectory for instrumentalists to follow even if 
the path remains difficult. For example, the required finer spatial resolution allows the spectrograph slit to be narrowed 
so that the spectrograph characteristic dimension no longer scales with aperture. The favours the use of image slicers to 
reduce the width of the slit by an arbitrary factor independently of the spatial resolution provided by the Adaptive Optics 
system. When the full spatial resolution is achieved, the extra spatial information may be recovered to allow full two-
dimensional spatially-resolved spectroscopy as required for DFS[1].  
 
Astronomy clearly faces major challenges in the ELT era. If it is to overcome these, it must take advantage of existing 
technology. Spectroscopy  has been slow to adopt new developments in Photonics which have been driven by the needs 
of the telecommunications industry. Astronomy must now exploit that work because future generations of ELTs may be 
contingent on photonic integration of bulky instruments and photonic devices to improve resolution. The use of photonic 
integrated optics will therefore aid our understanding of the origins of the cosmos and of ourselves. 
 
Europe has a long tradition of optical innovation and the application of new ideas to astronomy: for example IFS, so it is 
appropriate to construct a partnership of European astronomical institutes, and photonic institutes and enterprises to 
pursue this goal. The partnership intends to work within the research funding infrastructure established by the European 
Community through its Framework programmes, for example. Although centred around European needs and expertise, it 
welcomes links with non-EC institutes and industry. Astronomy’s synergy with medical imaging and environmental 
sensing will allow us also to explore applications in these areas while benefits from this programme will flow back to 
industry. 

2. CURRENT ASTROPHOTONIC TECHNOLOGY AREAS 

2.1 Interferometry 

The use of photonics devices in astronomy began in interferometry ten years ago[4-6]. Now several interferometers are 
routinely operating using integrated optics component for  beam combination. Technology includes:  
 
(a) Coherent transport of light from the telescopes to the beam-combining stage which led to the Fluor instrument 

family and currently to the OHANA programme aimed at combining the light coming from the main telescopes on 
Mauna Kea.  

 



(b) On-chip beam combination using available telecommunication technology which led to the IONIC family, and is 
proposed as the base for two of the proposed second-generation instruments of the VLTI at ESO/Paranal.  

 
(c) Single mode waveguides operating in the thermal IR (4-20µm) as required for Planet finder mission such as 

Darwin and TPF. 
 

Due to the wide range of potential photonic technologies, only a limited range of functions have been investigated, and 
many important capabilities have not yet been studied, especially active functions and detection capabilities.  
 

2.2 Fibre systems 

Astronomers are adept in producing highly multiplexed fibre spectrographs [7] with sophisticated methods of 
deployment [8], but have made  few attempts to improve the fibres themselves, for example to eliminate the Etendue 
non-conservation known as Focal Ratio Degradation. This contrasts with the telecommunication industry which has 
developed highly-specialised fibres. They have not only optimised fibres of conventional construction for their 
applications but introduced new physics, exploiting photonic bandgaps to enhance fibre performance. 
 
An example of the potential is the use of the endlessly-single-moded behaviour of Large Mode Area (LMA) fibres to 
expand the bandwidth of fibres for interferometry [9].  However the main applications of photonics to fibre systems so 
far has  been the suppression of the near-IR telluric emission lines  using spliced monomode fibres imprinted with Bragg 
gratings [10,11]. This is important because these lines are the  dominant background for 0.7 < λ < 2μm. In principle they 
could be removed by editing out the lines in a high dispersion spectrum (λ/δλ > 4000)  but scattering by the disperser 
causes some of the background to remain. Thus it is better to remove the background before dispersion. Since fibres are 
an attractive candidate for light transport, combining that function with background suppression represents a useful step 
towards optical integration.  
 
The main issue to be tackled is the coupling of celestial light, which is inherently multimoded, into the mono-mode 
fibres where the photonic properties can be accessed. So far this has been done with fibre transitions [11] but it would be 
better to transfer this capability into waveguide networks.  
 

2.3 Dispersers 

In dispersion technology, there have been two main areas of investigation (Fig. 1).  
 
(a) The use of phased arrays with integrated waveguide technology. By manipulating the delays between adjacent 

waveguides, e.g. in Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWGs) , it is possible to defeat the scaling laws for traditional 
dispersers (whether of the surface-relief or volume-phase holographic type) leading to high spectral resolution 
within a reduced instrument volume [12]. This leads directly to the photonic spectrograph concept discussed 
below. 3D waveguide fabrication is emerging as an appropriate technology [13] 

 
(b) The use of Lippmann interferometers [6].  This has emerged as a good candidate for fringe tracking devices. It  

brings the possibility of  on-chip  integration with optimised detectors based on single photon detection or quantum 
dots. Spatially-resolved measurement of the evanescent field in the waveguides provides spectral information so 
that arrays of such waveguides can function as a true 3D detector. 

 
 
 



  
Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of (Left) a modified AWG (Ref 12) and (right) a Lippmann interferometer (Ref 6). 
 

3. NEW PHOTONIC PARADIGMS 
This early work highlights two related questions that affect all such studies: the problem of coupling celestial light into 
single modes and the number of modes to be manipulated independently. Other recent work has shown that, contrary to 
intuition, Photonic Crystal Fibres (PCFs) can provide monomode  bandwidths much greater than conventional fibres; 
and that the effective core-size of such fibres is larger than that of conventional fibres allowing greater flexibility in 
coupling to the telescope [9].  
 
Fibre-based spectroscopy gives just one example of the need to harness photonics to advance astronomy. Another is the 
hope that the complex optics and dispersers in spectroscopic instruments can be replaced by a carefully-engineered 
photonic waveguide – a solid in which the impedance is arbitrarily structured.   A very simple example is Volume Phase 
Holographic Gratings in which the refractive index is modulated as a simple harmonic function in two dimensions. Fully 
integrated spectrographs of small size (“spectrographs” on a chip) have been demonstrated by various groups (e.g. 
AWGs used in Wavelength Division Mulltiplexer networks [13]) and spatially-heterodyned systems involving pre-
dispersion. Such devices can truly defeat the relationship between size and spectral resolution that applies rigorously to 
conventional spectrographs. Thus they can revolutionise astronomy by replacing single (or few) bulky glass-metal 
composite spectrographs with banks of replicated systems produced by existing fabrication techniques. 
 
This leads to the possibility of a system for Diverse Field Spectroscopy in which the telescope is plumbed with a variety 
of fibres inputs which are routed via optical switch networks[1] to banks of miniaturised spectrographs, potentially one 
for each (multimode) fibre input. Each spectrograph combines three functions (Fig. 2): 
 

(a) Mode transformation to convert the input multimode light into single modes 
 
(b) Dispersion by a phased array or Lipmann-type disperser 
 
(c) Projection of the spectrum onto a 1-D detector  whose shape may be optimised (e.g.curved ) because of the 

reduced dimensionality. 
 
All these functions already exist in commercial or experimental devices, but have not been optimised for astronomy or 
brought together in a single package. This new paradigm is a useful focus for our activities not only because its 
realisation would be a gigantic step forward in astronomy, but also because the development of the component sub-
systems would benefit many aspects of  multiplexed spectroscopy or interferometry even if the final goal remained 
elusive. 



 
Figure 2: Photonic multiplexed spectroscopy showing the three functional components within each spectrograph 

module. 

4. THE ASTROPHOTONICA EUROPA PARTNERSHIP  

 
The partnership grew out of the Key Technologies Network  hosted by  the Astronomy Technology Centre (ATC) in 
Edinburgh. The initial group was small, comprising  the Anglo-Australian Observatory (AAO),  the Laboratoire 
d'Astrophysique de l'Observatoire des Sciences de l'Univers de Grenoble (LAOG); the Centre for Advanced 
Instrumentation (CfAI) of Durham University,  ATC,  Heriot Watt University and Photonix Ltd. It was later expanded to 
include further institutes from France, Germany and the Netherlands and the UK including (this is not a complete list): 
the Astrophysikalische Institut, Potsdam (AIP); University of Jena and Jenoptik;  the Max-Planck-Institut fur 
Astronomie (Heidelberg);  University of Porto; ORC Southampton;  the University of Bath; Astron, Netherlands; the 
European Southern Observatory and French institutes including GEPI, ALESIA, LAM via LAOG. 
 
 Links with regional optical technology networks were forged including OpTec-BB  (Berlin-Brandenburg) and POPsud 
in France. This has  expanded the pool of talent, the breadth of our capability and demonstrate to the EC the suitability 
of the consortium to transfer knowledge from industry into pure science and hopefully back again as our work stimulates 
new ideas which can be exploited commercially in Europe. Synergy with the other photonics developments at AAO (an 
EC partner through the UK) and LAOG has been especially valuable and is set to continue with the setting up of 
InnoFspec centre at AIP. 
 
The partnership is coordinated by the author.  The scientific direction will be determined by a board which will comprise 
representatives from the partnership giving weight to those with the best ideas. The partnership has bid via OPTICON 
for FP7 funding from the EC to carry out a core subset of the complete programme. With the additional of national 
funding resources, the full programme can be activated.  

5. THE PROGRAMME 
In defining our goals, we have considered two top-down astrophysical application areas: Long-baseline optical/IR 
Interferometry and multiplexed spectroscopy as already described; and a bottom-up approach to assess available 
photonic technology for its applicability to astronomy. 



This aims to evaluate and exploit the entire output of researchers working at the behest of the telecommunication 
industry. This has led to the growth of specialist designers and  manufacturers of  waveguide and fibre devices. Some of 
the leaders in this area  are included in the partnership with the aim of providing rapid prototyping capabilities. Other 
photonic institutes have advanced research capabilities which will lead, on a slightly longer timescale, to the 
development of genuinely novel devices, most likely versions of telecoms devices adapted for astronomy (e.g. by 
replacing output waveguide arrays) by pixellated detectors. The main challenges in this adaption are to modify and 
expand the operational wavelength range and cool the devices to eliminate instrumental thermal background. 
 
Guided by this tri-partite approach mixing top-down and bottom-up methodology we have defined a programme 
concentrating on the following activities. 

5.1 On-chip detector integration  

The detection of an evanescent optical field in the vicinity of an optical waveguide, using a detector integrated directly 
on a chip. We will demonstrate the critical building blocks required for an integrated detector, which will be able to meet 
the severe constraints imposed on astrophysical instrumentation. We aim to produce a scalable prototype that can be 
extended for real astrophysical applications, either in term of sensitivity, speed, S/N and operation. This will prepare the 
way for SWIFTS/Lipmann devices[6], but evanescent detection is also mandatory for spectroscopy. The pathfinder must 
include a sufficient number of detection points to properly sample the standing wave in the waveguide. This requires 
nano-scale detector technology with sub-micrometre pitch depending on the waveguide material.  

5.2 Mode transition and manipulation 

Investigation of options for multimode to monomode conversion by photonic means or otherwise,. This is necessary 
since  photonic devices manipulate individual modes rather than quasi-continuum ensembles. The aim is to maximise the 
efficiency of coupling celestial light into photonic devices. This has been demonstrated already using PCFs[11] but it is 
not clear if this can be sufficiently multiplexed, so options involving multicore fibres and waveguides (with 3D 
geometry[13]) will be investigated as well as classical alternatives involving lenslet arrays.  OH background suppression 
via imprinted Bragg gratings may also be incorporated in the fibres or waveguides. 

5.3 Photonic dispersion 

Demonstration that phased waveguide arrays can provide a miniaturized and highly cost effective, alternative to 
convention bulk optic spectrographs for astronomical applications. This requires a study of the phased array format 
required for astronomy (number of channels and magnitude of phase delay) leading to a design of suitable geometry. 
The two main candidates are Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG [14]) and Photonic Echelle Gratings (PEG) widely 
used in telecommunications. In addition the method of injecting light (from the mode converter mentioned above) is 
required. This covers some challenging theoretical issues. Finally the means of detecting the light will be studied. Unlike 
bulk spectrographs, the one fibre/spectrograph paradigm  allows 1D detectors to be used which are likely to be 
sufficiently versatile in format and construction to meet the geometrical requirements of the disperser. 

5.4 Photonic component technology 

Determination of exploitation opportunities for photonic crystal fibres (PCFs), waveguide systems and integrated optics 
(IO) components; identify and characterize promising novel applications, optimize demonstrated applications; 
investigate the applicability of demonstrated technologies to spectroscopy and interferometry at longer infrared 
wavelengths. This includes 

(a) Laser guide star feeds, fibre image slicers, the use of PCFs in cryogenic environments,  PCF beam combiners, 
imprinting of periodic microstructures along the fibre length, PCF Bragg gratings,  

(b) Coupling to optical systems, PCF termination[15]. 

(c) Large Numerical Aperture applications for PCFs (performance vs wavelength) 

(d) Stability of infrared technologies (AgClBr, chalcogenide and hollow cores waveguide) for classical fibres, 
feasibility of integrated optics (IO) devices, potential for  multimode low-loss fibres as feeding devices, interface 
with IO, impact of temperature constraints in cold chamber, tapers issues. 



5.5 Coordination and networking 

This programme will be coordinated to maximise efficient use of resources and provide assurance to funding agencies. 
An important activity is networking both within the existing APE partnership but also with external (non-EC) 
organisations. The aim is to facilitate the free exchange of ideas via regular partnership meetings and by sponsoring 
larger meetings in the form of conferences and workshops. An important aspect will be the training of the astrophotonic 
experts of the  future. APE will also develop and maintain links with industry for knowledge transfer in both directions 
and to develop the fabrication infrastructure in industry.  
 

 
Figure 3: Roadmap showing the core programme with reference o the proposed FP7programme. 

. 

6. CONCLUSIONS  
From the programme elements described above, we have extracted a more limited programme as summarised in Fig. 3. 
this is the AstroPhotonics Joint Research Activity proposed by OPTICON to the EC in its Frame work Programme 7 
application. We plan to augment this via national funding from the major partners: France, Germany, Australia and the 
UK. Together with synergy with the regional funding agencies, this may constitute a well-resourced and dynamic 
programme with the possibility of revolutionising astronomy  
 
For further information please visit http://star-www.dur.ac.uk/~jra/astrophotonica.html 
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